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Introduction

Skanska Finland and Skanska UK took 16 students from Aalto
University’s Club of Construction Economics ROPO on an excursion to London. The trip was a part of an effort from Skanska to introduce the company and its global opportunities to
Finnish students. On the three-day journey, the participants
visited three locations: Skanska HQ at Maple Cross, the Scalpel
high-rise in mid-London and the Great Ormond Street Hospital.
This paper gives an insight on what the group learned in London, focusing on a few specific subjects that were relevant to
the current state of construction in Finland at the time of writing.
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The excursion was exclusively sponsored by
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The Scalpel

- A Case Study on
High-Rise Construction

T

he Scalpel is a 190 m tall, 38-floor
skyscraper located in the City of
London financial area. The constructor, insurance company W.R. Berkley, is planning on using one quarter of
the upcoming high-rise as the company’s new European headquarters. The
rest of the floors will be leased for office use and retail space in the ground
floors. The goal of the excursion was to
find out the key aspects Finnish constructors should improve on compared
to their British colleagues, especially
when constructing tall buildings. After
all, urbanization and rising land values
in Finland drive us into designing and
constructing taller and taller buildings.
Special characteristics of high-rise
buildings

Tall buildings are in no way easy or ordinary projects, and there are special
characteristics in building them. A few
of them were highlighted by the Scalpel
project team.
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Wind causes more problems in highrise construction compared to ordinary
construction. The biggest challenge is
with cranes in the final phases of the
project. In the Scalpel’s case, when the
wind speeds exceed 9 m/s, the cranes
cannot be used and must be turned
against the gale to avoid damages to
the structures. It is also good to keep
in mind that adjacent skyscrapers can
form wind tunnels increasing the wind
speeds even more. Evidently, much is
expected from the crane operators, so
they must have a strong expertise in
moving loads in difficult conditions.
After all, the efficient and safe use of

cranes is essential for construction.
In addition, high-rise construction
poses special demands for safety. Actions are necessary to make the site in
the middle of a busy city safe for pedestrians and people working below.
A general practice is that employees
are required to tether all their tools to
themselves with special cables. All the
floors are also sealed with nets on the
outer edges to keep items from falling.
To further counter risks, the Scalpel’s
highest floors were preassembled in
Scarborough, and the installers were
taken there to study how the assembly is performed. This streamlines the
work and reduces the chance of mistakes in the assembly phase on site.
Structural specifications in the
Scalpel

The main load bearing structure of the
Scalpel high-rise office building consists of a concrete core surrounded by
a prefabricated steel structure. The
floor structures of the building consist
of a composite design with steelwork
supporting metal decking and a concrete slab. This kind of steel structure
is commonly used in high-rise commercial buildings due to its ability to
provide column free floor spans and
the possibility to create complex architectural building designs. The benefits
of the chosen structural system are
clearly visible in the Scalpel. One of the
features is that it only has one inner
column row in storeys 1 to 21 and the
storeys above this level are completely
free of inner columns. Another visual
feature is the complex triangular attic
of 10 storeys in the top of the building.
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The 10-storey attic is made completely out of prefabricated steelwork and it
has been test erected at its fabrication
yard before the final erection on-site.

Using steel as the primary construction
material for the building frame provides some significant benefits during
the construction. The high level of prefabrication allows quick erection and
therefore it minimizes the time of construction in a tight, inner city construction site. Commenting on the decision
to use a steel framing solution Skanska
Project Director Ian Perry says: “Using
steelwork is the most efficient option
for this type of construction project as
buildability and speed of construction
are vital on a city centre job.” 1

In traditional high-rise buildings the
concrete core of the skyscraper is usually located in the center of the structure,
whereas with Scalpel, the concrete core
is placed in the corner of the building.
This south side location of the concrete
core provides significant shade from
the solar gain and since the core is not
blocking the view in the center of the
floor, the chosen specification enables a
panoramic view above the city horizon.
As the main stability bringing structure,
the concrete core, is placed in the corner of building, it means, that also the
north side steelwork needs to provide
sufficient level of flexural and torsional
stability to the building. To counteract
the eccentric loads, the north elevation,
as well as the east and west facades,
have been designed as large perim-
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eter moment-frames to add stiffness
to the building. In addition, due to the
eccentric location of the concrete core,
the building is slightly built inclined
towards the opposite corner of the
building as the steelwork progresses.
In high-rise construction, the straightness of the building needs to be monitored throughout the construction. The
monitoring is executed by measuring
the points in the openings in each floor.
The final straightness of the building
is eventually obtained by tightening
the post-tensioning rods in the outer
side of the concrete core to balance the
monitored curvature.
Fire safety

Fire safety in high-rise buildings is currently a hot topic in construction due
to recent events in the UK such as the
Grenfell Tower fire, resulting in the
death of 80 individuals. In the Scalpel
team’s experience, legislation is changing quite slowly. However, more effort
is being put on this matter on the lawmakers’ part because of incidents like
these. Skanska is not worried about its
own projects, since they try to go above
the required standards in all their projects. Part of this is a legal responsibility of safety in the buildings that you
have constructed and another part is
meeting the expectations of the clients.
In addition, a fact that stuck with us
was that neither the building materials
nor the quality of construction in the
UK in general meet as high standards as
in Finland. This is mainly due to lower
legislative and design requirements.
1

https://www.steelconstruction.info/52_ Lime_Street,_London

The key aspect in designing fire-safe
buildings is putting effort into taking
all the hazards in account and making
sure fire safety is kept in mind when
designing any parts of the building. Fire
compartmentation, sprinkler systems,
fire exits and firefighting elevators are
all a part of this complex system made
to keep the building users safe in case
of a fire. For example, The Scalpel has
one elevator dedicated to the firefighters for entering the building in case of
a fire, and all the floors have a fire hydrant in the lobby of that elevator.
Fire safety in high-rise buildings must
also be taken into account during the
construction phase. The risk of fire is
high during construction due to dangerous work that produces sparks or
requires hotworks. There are several

Thoughts on high-rise construction

methods for fire prevention and safety
in construction such as fire sealing, fire
extinguishers, regular fire drills, sprinkler systems, surveillance of hot work
licenses and fire detector systems.
Some of these methods are typical in
traditional construction sites and some
are applied to demanding projects. In
The Scalpel, fire safety during construction was ensured with sufficient fire
extinguishers in floors, fire stoppages
between floors and a fully functional
fire detection and sprinkler system. In
addition, the access to the site is controlled with ID-badges so that in case
of fire the amount of workers in the
building can be monitored. The Scalpel
project team also organized regular fire
drills in the site to ensure that every
worker knows how to act in a fire situation.

We had the chance to ask about the main differences between Finnish and
British construction cultures, and what those working in Finland should
adopt from the UK. The following thoughts are from an expert at Skanska
UK headquarters who has experience from Skanska projects in both countries.
“There is no magic trick to building site safety and efficiency. “

The key to success comes from quality in the everyday work taking place
at the site. The project team should implement strong routines and rules
throughout the building phase. On the other hand, the working force should
be disciplined in following the safety regulations and have suitable equipment for the job. Footpaths should always be clear and the introduction to
the site should be done thoroughly. These are all actions necessary to make
the site a safe and efficient working environment. To further improve safety,
the managers should consider hiring more employees or slowing down the
schedule, as rush always takes away from the safety aspect.
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Health & Safety

Students’ Observations on
Work Safety

We had two site excursions during our
trip. Here are some observations from
our tours through the sites. Firstly,
both of the sites were clean and well
organized. Walking was easy because
thoroughfares were clear and well
marked. Tools were in their places.
Also there was only a small amount
of material stored on the site, which
helps to create a safe work environment. The personnel from the site told
that every subcontractor cleans their
own mess at the expense of a fine. In
addition there are also a couple of
cleaners taking care of dust control.

The site fencing was done carefully and the scaffolding was in order.
The designated areas for lifting were
also properly marked and fire safety
during the construction was in order.
There were sprinklers, fire doors,
fire extinguishers and several escape
routes with clear markings.
PPE, or Personal Protection Equipment, includes a hard hat, safety goggles, a reflective vest, safety shoes and
gloves. Mainly the PPE was in order.
Safety goggles were on mostly only
when working. The biggest difference
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compared to Finland is that the chin
strap is only mandatory in the top
floors and in the Scalpel, for instance,
upwards from floor 32.
Attitude

One of the most surprising differences
in attitude we learned on our visit in
London with Skanska UK was that the
personal protective equipment is the
last option in preventing injury and
not the first. Skanska UK is committed
to look after its employees and making
sure they are aware of the safety instructions. That is why all employees
working on their sites must attend to
a four-hour Injury Free Environment
(IFE) orientation. The goal of this
IFE initiative is to someday achieve a
perfectly casualty-free work environment.
In the UK it is common to look after
each other and bring up problems that
need attention. It is completely normal to shout out to a fellow worker
to watch out as opposed to Finland,
where when someone notices a thing
that might affect one’s safety, they are
often too shy to point it out.

Overall the British tend to be more
open about work safety and are constantly improving it. But that has not
always been the case. During the last
ten years work safety has become an
easier topic to discuss and will hopefully keep on getting easier. When a
construction worker died on the construction site it was taken extremely
seriously and was widely talked about
all over the industry in the United
Kingdom, and that is the way it should
be.

In Finland the attitude towards work
safety hasn’t been as good as it is in
the western Europe. For example, the
main reason why the chin straps were
worn on or above the 32nd floor of the
Scalpel was that their helmet would
not drop and hurt someone below.
Wearing a hard hat is mandatory in
both countries, but the law is stricter
in the UK on the responsibilities of
managers on site.
Digitalisation in improving safety

Work safety in the UK is now in a
better shape than in Finland, but the
future may look even brighter. One
major issue is the uprising of digital
engineering in construction. The key
idea is that digitalisation gives people
extended chances to look after themselves and each other.

When construction sites digitalize,
they may start to use a “digital twin”
beside the building itself. The twin

includes a digital model of the whole
structure and all its aspects, and is
also updated when needed. When
modeling gets this far it’s very easy to
spot the dangerous places and issues,
so that in construction they’re already
corrected or can be under a more specific inspection. In general, the idea of
planning well and making no mistakes
in construction was very common in
Skanska sites.
Another example of digitalization creating a safer work environment are intelligent safety vests that start making
noise when the person wearing them
enters a forbidden or dangerous area,
so the mutual control among workers works better - it’s not so easy to
enter the area if everybody notices
that you’re basically making a mistake. Also the worker’s visor could be
able to show a model of the structure,
so that the worker can observe them
both at the same time, and also notice
forbidden or dangerous areas on the
visor.
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This surely has been the traditional
focus of construction businesses, but
as the services broaden towards the
complete lifecycle of buildings the models likewise must augment to cover the
demand.

insight on the role of
digitalization in
construction
During our visit to Maple Cross, the headquarters of Skanska UK, we were introduced
to the digitalization of Skanska, first by Malcolm Stagg’s presentation on digital engineering practises and the digital transformation that is undergoing inside the company. Stagg has 18 years of experience as a Skanska employee and has been busying
himself with building information modelling and digitalization for roughly ten years.
Afterwards we were treated with a hands-on demonstration on VR by Jacob Sharp.
Digital Engineering
The traditions in the construction industry are deep-rooted. The pattern of
learning old methods from experienced
colleagues is prevalent and hinders
the process of digitalization. Therefore
one of the crucial elements in the digital transformation is an open-minded
adaptation of the new tools available.
Skanska has shown aspiration to proceed and has piloted the use of smart
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devices in field, and the use of the devices in the construction phase will increase rapidly in near future, according
to Stagg. Digitalization is generally seen
as a mega trend within the construction trade, the significance being akin
to the transformation from hand-drawn
blueprints to computer-aided designs.
Although the significance is known,
applications rarely extend beyond the
phases of planning and building.

An integral part in responding to the altering need is not only creating a model
but also keeping the digital model up to
date. The model must contain identical
data of the physical building and age simultaneously – some call it “the Digital
twin”. Consequently, the model is crucial for instance in refining estimates
of future refurbishing. Furthermore, a
solid digital foundation is the first step
towards smart building.
Virtual and Augmented Realities

We got a glance of some of the new tools
being developed now when Jacob Sharp

demonstrated the prospects of Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality
(VR) glasses. While the AR glasses kept
the user aware of the actual surroundings, therefore being more likely to be
suitable for situations where actual visibility is required, the user experience
of VR glasses was staggering. The fully
immersive experience slams the user
into another reality. Even though both
tools were under development they
were quite promising. Borrowing and
adapting the software frameworks of
games has accelerated the progress tremendously and has made the devices
surprisingly compelling. For example,
the ability to visualize a model and
place a client into the virtual model and
thus deliver a realistic impression of the
model improves the ability to respond
to the clients needs and adjust the plans
on the fly.
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International Exchange and Career Possibilities at Skanska

Exchange programs at Skanska

Based on what we heard during our trip
we think that Skanska stands out with
its wide range of opportunities to work
abroad. Be it engineers or tradesmen,
there appear to be positions for all career stages spanning different continents. It’s good that one can make wishes about the target destination of their
work exchange but, on the other hand,
understandable that the destination
cannot be guaranteed as it depends on
compatible projects and suitable timing.
Graduate programs of Skanska are intended for students with a completed
bachelor’s or master’s degree. As a large
company, Skanska offers a wide variety
of disciplines and also chances to work
in different countries as well. Graduate
roles for engineers include e.g. civil, design and geotechnical fields. Additionally, roles in operations (procurement
etc.) or business support (IT or finance)
remain a possibility. We think that one’s
interest and initiative are very important when applying for these specialist
positions, where expertise and willingness to develop are needed.
Skanska doesn’t have official grade restrictions for applying to the graduate
programs. However, success in studies
is always highly appreciated and may
correlate with ambition, motivation and
skill. In Finland it is common, especial-
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ly in engineering fields, to work during
summer holidays and often part-time
during semesters. Therefore students
usually have at least 1-2 years of working experience before graduation and
are somewhat familiar with the working environment and professional behaviour.

There are also trainee and intern positions which are intended mostly for
university students. In trainee programmes one can simultaneously study
and work part-time, effectively funding
one’s studies as they go. It is also possible to study for HND (Higher National Diploma). Internship programs are
intended especially for Bachelor’s or
Master’s degree students. They may
be a springboard to further career development in the company and great
opportunity to gain more experience in
the field and chosen area of expertise.
Opportunities in internship programs
differ slightly from trainee positions
in terms of tasks, salaries and working
hours.
Our reflections on the excursion

We were inspired to see fascinating construction sites that differ from what we
have seen in Finland. Especially Scalpel
was really interesting for us because in
Finland there aren’t that tall buildings.
We were also impressed by the attitude
toward work safety Skanska had in its
London construction sites.

Additionally, Skanska UK seems to have taken digitalisation very seriously and invested
in digitalisation tools, such as virtual reality.
For instance, they are using virtual reality environment to train theiremployees. We were
also introduced to virtual reality glasses,
which was a novel experience. Virtual reality
felt surprisingly realistic and we all understood how that could be used to train and educate people.

At Skanska UK head office Maple Cross we
were told about career opportunities in UK.
Many of us talked about working abroad after the presentations, so we were definitely
inspired by the talks. Probably some of us
will end up working abroad and maybe even
in Skanska UK. A few group members already
work for Skanska here in Finland and Skanska definitely seems appealing employer for
people like us.
Motivations for international exchange

An important aspect of conducting business
for any international company is finding a
cohesive way to connect work culture, corporate values and separate markets. Effectively:
“how do we expand and modify our existing
activities to make a profitable business case
in another market”. For Skanska UK, goals
and other guidelines usually come from the
headquarters in Sweden, where the company
is based. This can either lead to competitive
advantage over other general contractors in
the UK if the new guideline improves performance or hinder Skanska UK relative to direct
competitors if the guideline cannot be adapted properly to the British market.

Case Jan Elfving
Jan Elfving is a professional
currently working at Skanska UK. He has a rich career
history working and studying
internationally. Our group got
to hear his story, from student
life to working with procurement and supply chains. As an
alumnus of our university he
could relate his experiences to
our current situation and the
different phases of his career
with their respective challenges were very interesting for
us. He emphasized the importance of knowledge, openness
to challenges and a never-ending curiosity to improve, if one
wishes to excel as an engineer.
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Generally speaking, diversity in workforce boosts creativity and innovativeness of a business unit. People tend to
create routines around them, and while
a team learns to work more effectively
together, over time it also creates habits. By mixing up work cultures, backgrounds and personalities, these teams
are more conscious about their decisions. The team gets more varied input,
upon which it bases its actions. Furthermore, this consciousness through
novelty forces individuals to cultivate
insight and exchange tacit knowledge.
“Actually, why are we doing it this way?”

So, international work exchange not
only facilitates learning for the individual and their new team abroad, but
also benefits the company itself as their
employees are taken out of their comfort zone. In the long run, insightful and
knowledgeable professionals identify
good business opportunities and practices quicker than their stuck-to-theirroutines counterparts.
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The Construction Economics Club ROPO ry of Aalto University was represented
and this report was written by the following students:
Henri Ahoste
Joona Hartman
Perttu Hettula
Julianna Jääsvuo
Anni Kankare
Saara Kemppainen
Tuomo Koivisto
Olli-Pekka Koskinen

Joonas Lehikoinen
Matias Mehtätalo
Antonio Nikolov
Sampo Pere
Valeria Pulko
Katriina Ruskeeniemi
Kimmo Saira
Santeri Sompio

Our guide during the excursion was Vuokko Suutarla from Skanska Finland.
We would like to thank our hosts and Skanska for making this excursion possible!
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